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The Israel Export & International
Cooperation Institute
The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute, a
non-profit organization supported by the government of
Israel and the private sector, facilitates business ties, joint
ventures and strategic alliances between overseas and
Israeli companies. Charged with promoting Israel’s business
community in foreign markets it provides comprehensive,
professional trade information, advice, contacts and
promotional activities to Israeli companies. Furthermore, the
IEICI provides complementary services to business people,
commercial groups, and business delegations from across
the globe. IEICI uses its unique and one of a kind network with
the prosperous startup ecosystem in Israel, and connects
the foreign players, according to their field of interest.

The Fintech Sector
The Fintech sector in Israel has been blooming for several
years. What started out with just a handful of start-ups have
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grown to more than 500 companies utilizing cutting edge
technologies, unique business models and deep knowhow
in peripheral fields (cybersecurity, software, mobile and
more). A willingness of large financial institutions to let
Fintech start-ups beta-testing their products, support from
dedicated accelerators and hubs, and a strong & vibrant
community make Israel in general and Tel-Aviv in specific,
one of the leading, most innovative Fintech hubs in the world.
The Israel Export Institute’s Fintech Sector operates at
the very heart of the Israeli Fintech community – forming
relationships, assembling and leading national pavilions at
important international exhibitions, hosting professional
delegations, organizing Fintech conferences and developing
dedicated technology events in cooperation with financial
institutions around the world, all of which with one goal
in mind – to create business opportunities for the mutual
benefit of the Israeli Fintech companies and financial
institutions anywhere in the world.

Mr. Otni Oron
Manager, Fintech Sector
M +972 54 815 8161
otnio@export.gov.il
www.export.gov.il
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Foreign Trade Administration
The Foreign Trade Administration (FTA) at the Israeli Ministry
of Economy and Industry is responsible for managing and
directing the international trade policy of the State of
Israel. The main fields of activity include activities for the
promotion of trade and export, initiating and maintaining
trade agreements for the improvement of Israel’s trade
conditions, attracting and encouraging foreign investments
and creating strategic cooperations with foreign companies.
The Administration operates a network of 45 economic
and trade missions who constitute the operational arm of
the Ministry in key financial centers throughout the world
Israel’s economic and trade missions are at the forefront
of the Israeli government’s efforts to boost our industries
in foreign markets.
Our team of highly experienced economic representatives
and business consultants provide a wide range of services
to Israeli companies and to the international business
community.
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Index by company
The FTA is divided into three main divisions, each promoting
the Israeli economy in distinct and significant ways:
1.

The Trade Promotion Division - works to ensure the
continued development of Israel’s exports.

2.

The Trade Policy and International Agreements Division
- responsible for Israel’s free trade agreements,
maintaining and developing intergovernmental relations
and addressing regulatory barriers that affect Israeli
industry.

Company

• Client Engagement
• AI & Big Data

The International Projects and Financing Division offers different programs that financially support Israeli
companies in their business operations abroad.
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• Insurtech
• Regtech

12

• Security /Authentication / Anti-Fraud
• Lending & financing
The future of credit modeling

3.

Category

• AI & Big Data
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• Payments
• Lending & financing
• WealthTech / Capital Markets
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• Insurtech
• Payments
• Lending & financing
• WealthTech / Capital Markets
• Insurtech
• Security /Authentication / Anti-Fraud
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• Client Engagement
• Data & Infrastructure
• AI & Big Data
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Company

Category

• Data & Infrastructure

• Payments
• Client Engagement

• Security /Authentication / Anti-Fraud

• Client Engagement



• AI & Big Data

• Security /Authentication / Anti-Fraud
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Client Engagement

|

AI & Big Data

Revolutionizing the way you know
your customers with Edge AI
Anagog revolutionizes the way you understand consumer
behavior, their context and ability to predict their future
behavior, in the physical world. By utilizing the first of its
kind patented Edge-AI technology, JedAI, Anagog provides
companies with the ability to provide highly personalized
and contextual offers, while achieving unmatched privacy
control. Anagog was established in 2010, has approximately
50 employees with offices in Tel Aviv and New York.

Mr. Gil Bolotin | VP Business Development, North America
T +1 203 308 9359
gil.bolotin@anagog.com
www.anagog.com
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Map of the Israel Pavilion
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1 PayKey

3 SecuredTouch

5 Voca.ai

7 OpenLegacy

9 Credics

2 BeeEye

4 Anagog

6 AU10TIX

8 GigaSpaces

10 ZecOps
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The future of credit modeling

Insurtech | Regtech | Security /Authentication / Anti-Fraud |

Lending & financing

|

AI & Big Data

AI & Big Data

Forerunners of 2nd generation ID
Authentication & Onboarding

The future of credit modeling. Driving
profitability, while reducing risk.

AU10TIX is the forerunner of 2nd generation ID authentication
& onboarding automation. AU10TIX powers global majors
such as Paypal, Goolge, BBVA bank, Payoneer, eToro, Coinbase
and others. AU10TIX is a subsidiary one of ICTS International
- One the world’s leading airport security companies.

BeeEye, founded by financial experts and deep tech experts
is focused developing breakthrough technology solutions to
empower the emerging and incumbent consumer lenders to
compete with the rapid innovation and the rise of ML usage
over big data and by utilizing this tech to achieve higher ROI
and reduce overall risk. BeeEye serves some of the largest,
leading most innovative financial players.

Mr. Ofer Friedman | VP Marketing
M +972 50 4717 150
ofer.friedman@au10tix.com
www.au10tix.com
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Mr. Assaf Binstock | CEO
M +972 54 882 2001
assaf@beeeye.com
www.beeeye.com
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Payments | Lending & financing
Markets | Insurtech

|

WealthTech / Capital

Payments | Lending & financing | WealthTech / Capital
Markets | Insurtech | Security /Authentication / Anti-Fraud
Client Engagement | Data & Infrastructure | AI & Big Data

Empower customers to roll out new
financial services

Transforming manual communication
channels into digital processes in the
click of a button

Founded in 1999, Credics provides cutting-edge payment
solutions to banks, credit institutions, fuel companies,
loyalty schemes and much more. Company was founded by
veterans of the credit card and financial software industries.
The company builds flexible, perfectly-tailored solutions
for a wide range of businesses in every economic sector.

GigaSpaces provides the fastest big-data analytics processing
platform to run services and machine learning models
in production, at scale for real-time decision making on
streaming, transactional and historical data. The in-memory
platform helps leading Tier-1 organizations introduce
applications that ingest, process and analyze data at extreme
speeds, across any environment.

Mr. Rami Cohen | VP Business Development
M +972 54 520 3141
rami@credics.com
www.credics.com
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Ms. Karen Krivaa | VP Marketing
M +972 54 263 3799
karen.krivaa@gigaspaces.com

www.gigaspaces.com
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Data & Infrastructure

Payments

Quickly leverage back-end systems for
innovative digital web, mobile or cloud
services

PayKey is a fully customized white
label Social Banking Solution

OpenLegacy enables organizations to quickly launch
innovative digital initiatives by automating the creation of
digital services. With OpenLegacy’s microservice-based
APIs, even the most complex organizations can accelerate
the delivery of new innovations without changing their
backend core systems.

Mr. Shane Kent | General Manager, North America
T +1 215 776 0277
shane.k@openlegacy.com
www.openlegacy.com
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Client Engagement

PayKey enables banks and mobile wallets to offer customers
instant access to financial services, including P2P payments
and balance check - from ANY mobile app. Our solution
creates a frictionless experience, keeps services always in
front of customers and is used by HSBC, Standard Chartered,
ING and more global banks.

Mr. Guy Talmie | CMO
M +972 54 621 8626
gtalmi@paykey.com
www.paykey.com
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Security /Authentication / Anti-Fraud

Client Engagement

Continuous authentication and
fraud detection based on behavioral
biometrics

Operating System for Money Transfer
Businesses

SecuredTouch is the expert in behavioral biometrics-based
fraud detection solutions for online retailers and financial
institutions. Machine learning technology invisibly and
continuously detects sophisticated fraud throughout the
customer journey ultimately solving the clash between
security vs user experience. What once caused customer
frustration becomes a tool for increasing revenues.

Ms. Lior Katz | Marketing Manager
M +972 52 540 5280
lior@securedtouch.com
www.securedtouch.com
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AI & Big Data

We are AI, ML and NLP pioneers, with a mission to change the
way businesses interact with and engage their customers.
Utilising state-of-the-art, proprietary technology, Voca’s
AI powered virtual agent enables SMBs and enterprises
flexibility and instant scalability which leads to drastically
improved bottom lines. Voca provides a futuristic contact
center solution that is supercharged with human-AI agents.
Simply by mimicking successful human agents, our virtual
agents are leading the customers throughout their journey
in the most natural and empathetic way possible.
Mr. Guy Dvir | COO
M +972 50 577 3388
guy@voca.ai
www.voca.ai
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Notes

Security /Authentication / Anti-Fraud

ZecOps Automates Security and IT
Operations
ZecOps focuses on Security and IT Operations automation.
ZecOps agent-less technology enables organizations to
transform the way they are dealing with faults analysis, security
operations, and Digital Forensics investigations. Founded
by Zuk Avraham, world-renowned researcher and the
Founder of Zimperium. ZecOps has presence in San Francisco,
Singapore and Tel Aviv.

Mr. Zuk Avraham | Co-founder, CEO
T + 1 650 278 7498
zuk.sf@zecops.com
www.zecops.com
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Notes

This publication is for informational purposes only. While every effort has been made
to ensure that the presented information is correct, The Israel Export & International
Cooperation Institute assumes no responsibility for damages, financial or otherwise,
caused by the information herein.
© September 2019 The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute.
Production: IEICI Media and Communication Division. Design: Ayala Eylath
www.export.gov.il
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